
Browning Public Schools and NAL
1) Staff were given summer contracts to help refine Blackfeet 

Studies curriculum and receive intense PD in Blackfoot language 
that included ASLA (Accelerated Second Language Acquisition) 
and a Blackfoot writing system developed by a Blackfoot 
Speaker 

2) Purchased classroom equipment
3) Sent staff to workshop concerning Class 7 license in Montana 

where we reviewed our tribe’s relationship with the state with 
respect to education and networked with other people working 
within their tribal language

4) Paid a fluent speaker to help our school with language materials
5) Develop an assessment to help determine the progress, status, and 

success of our language program  



Writing system 

Blackfoot has never had an official writing system but our school has 
adopted the ‘Big Bull writing system’ and our staff has been trained 
in recognizes it strength on Blackfoot phonology, how to read it, and 

how to type it. 
This has given students a consistency they needed so they develop 

literacy within our language 



ASLA
(Accelerated Second Language Acquisition)

• Developed by Dr. Neyooxet Greymorning (Arapaho) 
out of the University of Montana 

•Compleete immersive and oral method of teaching 
language 

Students use what they know in the target language to learn what they don’t know, for instance, in this picture 
above, say a student doesn’t know the word for horse, boy, nor the verbs, but knows all the other nouns. Through 

using words the student knows we can ‘weave’ the language into them through logical deduction. 



Class 7

Class 7 License  was created by Montana’s Office of Public 
Instruction for each tribe to award to someone who is able to 
teach that tribe’s language and culture 

Through work shops offered through inter-tribal summits we were 
able to network with other tribes and also understand the 
importance of the license more clearly

After these workshops, and sharing what we learned from them, 
schools within our district give more freedom to our teacher within 
their classroom, allowing for more language and culture to be 
taught 



Assessment

our final assessments covers
•blessings

•introductions
•nouns
•verbs

•places and names
•seasons and directions

•weather
•flora and fauna 

•body parts
•kinship

•months and days of the week 
•colors

•mathematics
•geometry 
•commands

•terms associated with spirituality and ceremony
•adjectives

•prepositions



Assessment example

Students are first assessed on 
their ability to say these words 
using ASLA pictures 
(performance). After they are 
done, if they skipped 
words/pictures they are assessed 
on whether they can hear and 
recognize the words (cognition).

This is the first assessment. Final 
assessments include long phrases, 
tongue twister words, blessings, 
and stories 


